Design and Engineering of Pattern Formation in Gene Expression in Escherichia Coli

Abstract: The production of patterns in gene expression in an ensemble of cells is a phenomenon central to the development of multicellular organisms. Different methods of cell-to-cell communication exist and exhibit different properties in range, speed, and fidelity, lending themselves to the production of different types of patterns. The design and engineering of pattern formation systems in a model organism (E. coli) are of significant impact to both emerging efforts at engineering multicellularity in the synthetic biology community as well as new guidance for those groups looking for similar phenomena in natural systems.

In this talk, I will present my work in designing and engineering spontaneous pattern formation systems in E. coli based on Turing pattern formation (i.e. diffusion-driven instability) and contact-dependent inhibition (CDI). For both types of patterning, I will cover the theoretical framework developed to search for viable new designs and the analysis that allowed us to examine the parameter spaces and experimental plausibility. Finally I will present simulation and ongoing laboratory results.
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